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Abstract. Distributed Stream Processing (DSP) systems have recently
attracted much attention because of their ability to process huge volumes
of real-time stream data with very low latency on clusters of commodity
hardware. Existing workload grouping strategies in a DSP system can
be classified into four categories (i.e. raw and blind, data skewness, clus-
ter heterogeneity, and dynamic load-aware). However, these traditional
stream grouping strategies do not consider network distance between
two communicating operators. In fact, the traffic from different network
channels makes a significant impact on performance. How to grouping
tuples according to network distances to improve performance has been
a critical problem.

In this paper, we propose a network-aware grouping framework called
Squirrel to improve the performance under different network distances.
Identifying the network location of two communicating operators, Squir-
rel sets a weight and priority for each network channel. It introduces
Weight Grouping to assign different numbers of tuples to each network
channel according to channel’s weight and priority. In order to adapt
to changes in network conditions, input load, resources and other fac-
tors, Squirrel uses Dynamic Weight Control to adjust network channel’s
weight and priority online by analyzing runtime information. Experi-
mental results prove Squirrel’s effectiveness and show that Squirrel can
achieve 1.67x improvement in terms of throughput and reduce the latency
by 47%.

Keywords: Stream processing · Load balancing · Grouping
Network distance

1 Introduction

DSP systems such as Storm [18], Naiad [9], Flink [4], Heron [8] model a streaming
application as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where vertices are called process-
ing elements (i.e. operator) and edges are called streams. A processing element
(or operator) receives data tuples from input queue, performs computation logics
on the tuples, and emits the output to output queue. Edges represent the data
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streaming directions. For scalability, each processing element can have a set of
instances running in parallel called processing element instance. Upstream pro-
cessing element instances partition the streams into sub-streams using different
grouping strategies and balance these workloads among multiple downstream
instances.

Existing workloads grouping strategies in a DSP system can be classified
into four categories (i.e. raw and blind, data skewness, cluster heterogeneity,
and dynamic load-aware). Shuffle grouping, which forwards messages typically
in a round-robin way to achieve load balancing, is a raw and blind method.
The second kind of grouping is developed for dealing with data skewness. For
example, PKG [11–13] adopts the power of two choices to dispatch tuples in the
presence of bounded skew. Consistent Grouping [10] partitions tuples to each
downstream operator according to node’s capacity in heterogeneous clusters.
The last category is a dynamic load-aware manner. OSG [15] keeps track of
tuple execution times and adopts a greedy online scheduling mechanism to assign
tuples to operators dynamically. We show an example of shuffle grouping in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. An example of shuffle grouping Fig. 2. Architecture of Flink

However, these traditional stream grouping strategies do not consider net-
work distance between two communicating operators. In fact, the traffic from
different network channels makes a significant impact on performance [2,19].
Intra-process communication (i.e. Process Local), where two operators locate in
the same Java Virtual Machine (JVM) process, delivers messages in shared-
memory way. Inter-process communication (i.e. Node Local), where two oper-
ators locate in different JVM processes but in the same host, uses socket but
loopback device to pass messages. Inter-node communication (i.e. Rack Local),
where two operators locate in different hosts but in the same rack, forwards
messages via Network Interface Card (NIC) and one-hop router. Inter-rack
communication (i.e. Any), where two operators locate in different racks, sends
and receives messages through at least two-hop routers. The performance of
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different communication modes differ greatly. It has been a critical problem how
to grouping messages according to network distances to improve performance.

In this paper, we propose a network-aware grouping framework called Squirrel
to assign tuples to different network channels. By locating the resource location
(TaskManager, Host, Rack) of two communicating operators, we set a weight
and priority for each network channel. Weight Grouping decides the number of
tuples sent to each network channel according to channel’s weight and priority. In
order to adapt to changes in network conditions, input load, resources, and other
factors, Dynamic Weight Control adjusts network channel’s weight and priority
online by periodically analyzing runtime information such as tuple execution
time. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

– We analyze distinctions of different network distances and identify differen-
tiated performance for stream applications under different network channels.
We find that the performance gets worse while two operators locate further
in network distances.

– We present Squirrel, a network-aware grouping framework for assigning tuples
to different network channels. By locating the network distances between two
communicating operators, we introduce weight grouping to distribute tuples
to downstream operator instances. We adopt dynamic weight control to adjust
the weight of each network channels online based on runtime information.

– We have implemented Squirrel on Flink and conducted a comprehensive eval-
uation with various benchmarks. Experimental results show that Squirrel can
achieve 1.67x improvement in terms of throughput and reduce the latency by
47%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the
architecture of Flink and clarify traditional stream grouping strategies. Section 3
explains the motivation of network-aware grouping. In Sect. 4, we describe our
network-aware grouping strategy and the design of Squirrel. Section 4.1 presents
the implementation of Squirrel based on Flink. We evaluate the performance of
our system in Sect. 5. Section 6 surveys the related works briefly. Finally, Sect. 7
concludes this paper.

2 Background

In this section, we first introduce the architecture of Flink. Then we classify
traditional stream grouping strategies into four categories and describe their
representative strategy respectively.

2.1 Architecture of Flink

Flink is a typical open-source stream processing framework for low-latency
streaming applications [1,4]. As depicted in Fig. 2, a Flink cluster consists of
three kinds of processes: the Client, the JobManager, and the TaskManager.
The Client receives and parses the program code, transforms it to a dataflow
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graph (i.e. DAG), and submits this graph to the JobManager. The JobManager
is responsible for the distributed execution of the dataflow. It monitors the state
and progress of each operator and stream, schedules and deploys new operators,
and conducts checkpointing and recovery when failures occur. The TaskMan-
ager launches each operator as a task instance, and reports operator’s status
and progress to the JobManager. It also manages the buffer pools to buffer
the streams data, and maintains the network connections to transmit messages
between operators.

2.2 Stream Grouping Strategies

We classify traditional stream grouping strategies into four categories.

Raw and Blind. Many default grouping strategies of open-source distributed
stream processing systems are raw and blind. They adopt either a round-robin
fashion or a hashing manner. Shuffle grouping forwards messages typically in a
round-robin way. Messages are distributed across the downstream tasks one by
one such that each task can receive the same number of messages. Key grouping
is usually implemented through hashing and allows each upstream task route
each message via its key. This ensures the messages which have the same key are
processed by the same downstream task.

Data Skewness. Real-world stream workloads are usually with skewed dis-
tribution. Partial Key Grouping (PKG) [11–13] uses the classical power of two
choices to achieve nearly perfect load balance when data skew occurs. DStream
[5] adopts different partitioning mechanisms for different keys. It groups the pop-
ular keys using shuffle grouping and handles unpopular keys with key grouping.
DKG [16] monitors the incoming stream to identify skewed keys and estimate
their frequency. It uses these estimated frequencies and the buckets’ size as
parameters to run a greedy scheduling algorithm in order to obtain a one-to-one
mapping of elements to target instances.

Cluster Heterogeneity. Heterogeneities are very common in current clusters.
[17] uses the TCP blocking rate per connection as the metric of heterogeneous
workers’ service rate and models the load balancing problem as a minimax sep-
arable resource allocation problem. [10] proposes Consistent Grouping (CG) to
group tuples to each processing element instance according to its capacity. CG
borrows the concept of virtual workers from the traditional consistent hashing
and can handle both the potential skewness in input data distribution, as well
as the heterogeneity in resources.

Dynamic Load-Aware [7]. proposes to partition workload by using a mixed
strategy. It first assigns some keys to the specified target worker threads and
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handles all other keys with the hash function. The system can update the rout-
ing table which has the chosen keys adaptively when incoming data stream
has short-term distribution fluctuations. OSG [15] leverages sketches to monitor
tuple execution time at operator instances, assign tuples to operator instances by
applying a greedy online multiprocessor scheduling algorithm at runtime. [3] col-
lects and analyzes the application’s traces online to identify correlations between
the keys. It distributes correlated keys to the instances which are located on the
same server to reduce network traffic.

3 Motivation

In this section, we first introduce distinctions of four different network dis-
tances, and then conduct experimental analysis under different network dis-
tances. Finally, we present the key idea of Squirrel.

3.1 Network Distances

In current deployment of stream application topology, there are four network
distances between two communicating operators. They are intra-process (i.e.
Process Local), inter-process (i.e. Node Local), inter-node (i.e. Rack Local), and
inter-rack (i.e. Any). Different network distances have different communication
modes, accompany with different performance impacts. Table 1 summarizes the
characteristics of each network distance.

Table 1. Comparison of different network distance

Location Communication Manner Serialization Latency Bandwidth

Process Local Inter-thread Shared memory No 100 ns 20GB/s

Node Local Inter-process Loopback device Yes 20 us 2.5GB/s

Rack Local Inter-node 1-hop router Yes 200 us 100MB/s

Any Inter-rack N-hop router Yes 350 us 10MB/s

Intra-process communication, where two operators locate in the same JVM
process, delivers messages in shared-memory way. These two operators work in
the same memory address space of one JVM. Upstream task only needs to pass
a pointer of messages to downstream task. Messages do not need to be serialized
and deserialized. Intra-process communication is the fastest with the latency of
memory access (about 100 ns) and has the largest bandwidth as high as 20 GB/s.
Inter-process communication, where two operators locate in different JVM pro-
cesses but in the same host, uses socket but loopback device to pass messages.
Network packets are forwarded by loopback device in network layer, and they do
not need to go through a NIC and a router. Messages need to be serialized and
deserialized. Inter-process communication is fast with the latency of 20 us and
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has large bandwidth of 2.5 GB/s. Inter-node communication, where two opera-
tors locate in different hosts but in the same rack, forwards messages via NIC
and one-hop router. Messages need to be serialized and deserialized. Inter-node
communication is slow with the latency of 200 us and has small bandwidth of
100 MB/s. Inter-rack communication, where two operators locate in different
racks, sends and receives messages through at least two-hop routers. Messages
need to be serialized and deserialized. Inter-rack communication is the slowest
with the latency of 350 us and has the smallest bandwidth of 10 MB/s.

3.2 Experimental Analysis

In order to clarify the motivation, we conduct some experiments to show differ-
entiated performance under different network distances. Experimental setup is
listed in Sect. 5. We use classic wordcount as the workload.

Performance Under Different Network Distances. Figure 3 shows the per-
formance when running wordcount under different network distances. We mea-
sure the tuples’ average processing time in Fig. 3(a) and throughput in Fig. 3(b)
respectively. Process Local where two slot sharing groups are deployed in the
same JVM (i.e. taskManager in Flink) can achieve average processing time as low
as 0.47ms and throughput as high as 33000 tuples/s. The performance get worse
as two operators locate further in network distances. Average processing time in
Node Local increases by 3.5x than in Process Local. Throughput in Rack Local
decreases about 2.5x than in Process Local. Performance under inter-rack com-
munication are the worst of all, where average processing time increases by 8.8x
and throughput decreases up to 3.6x comparing with Process Local.
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Fig. 3. Performance under different network distances

Performance Between Two Communicating Operators. We measure the
performance between two communicating operators in Fig. 4. Average transmis-
sion time is from the time when a tuple enters into FlatMap to the time when
the tuple reaches to Keyed Aggregation. From Fig. 4, we can see that different
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network channels show great performance differences. Tuples’ average transmis-
sion time in Process Local can be as low as 0.032ms and throughput can be
as high as 180000 tuples/s. However, performance degrades significantly when
two operators have further network distances. It shows the similar tendency
with the whole topology’s performance in Fig. 3. Average transmission time in
Node Local increases by 5.8x than in Process Local. Throughput in Rack Local
decreases about 2.3x than in Process Local. Performance under inter-rack com-
munication is the worst of all, where average processing time increases by 19.5x
and throughput decreases up to 3.8x comparing with Process Local.
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Fig. 4. Performance between two communicating operators

In summary, different network channels can achieve differentiated perfor-
mance. When two operators locate further in network distances, applications’
performance will get much worse. How to grouping tuples according to network
distances has great impacts on applications’ performance.

4 System Design

In this section, we describe the system design of Squirrel. We begin with an
overview of Squirrel’s architecture, followed by introducing the system details.

4.1 System Overview

Figure 5 overviews the architecture of Squirrel. Being aware of resource location
of each task, Network Locator identifies network distance of two communicat-
ing tasks. Load Monitor collects and analyzes runtime information to adapt to
changes of network conditions and other factors. Squirrel centers on the design
of weight grouping and dynamic weight control to enable efficient network-aware
grouping.

– Weight Grouping assigns different weights and priorities for different net-
work channels. Weight Grouping chooses a target channel for tuples according
to channel’s weight and priority.
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Fig. 5. Architecture of Squirrel Fig. 6. Actions of Squirrel

– Dynamic Weight Control analyzes tuple execution information from all
downstream tasks and allows Squirrel to adjust each channel’s weight dynam-
ically according to runtime information.

We present Squirrel’s actions in Fig. 6. Squirrel works as follows: (1) when a
task is deployed and begins running, Network Locator in JobManager records
the resource location (such as TaskManagerID, HostID, RackID) and broadcasts
the location to all upstream tasks. Upstream tasks compare this location with
its own location and decide the network distances of these two tasks. (2) Squirrel
sets initial weight and priority for each network channel according to network
distance. The closer the network distance is, the greater the weight and the higher
priority (Process Local > Node Local > Rack Local > Any). (3) Squirrel sends
tuples to downstream tasks by weight grouping. (4) Load Monitor collects and
analyzes runtime information to be aware of the changes of network conditions,
input load, resources. (5) Dynamic weight control adjusts each network channel’s
weight according to runtime information from downstream tasks such as tuple
waiting time, tuple execution time.

4.2 Network and Load Aware

Network Aware. Considering about pipelined deploying mode in distributed
stream processing systems, a task instance of upstream operator is likely to be
deployed and scheduled after downstream tasks. If there is one downstream task
deployed and running, JobManager records its resource location and broadcasts
the location to all alive upstream tasks. If there is one upstream task deployed
after downstream tasks, it will not receive these location information. However,
it notifies pipelined consumers (i.e. downstream tasks) when its result partition
is ready. This will trigger the deployment of consuming tasks. If one downstream
task has been deployed and is running, JobManager sends this downstream task’s
location to the upstream task. Upstream tasks compare these locations with their
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own locations and decide the network distances of these two tasks. If they have
the same TaskManagerID, they are Process Local. Otherwise if they have the
same HostID, they are Node Local. If they have the same RackID, they are
Rack Local. If they have completely different resource locations, they are Any.

Load Aware. Squirrel collects runtime information dynamically to be aware
of the changes in network conditions, input load, and resource contention. Flink
outputs metric reports to log file or web console periodically. In Squirrel, these
metric reports including latency, length of input queue, and other metrics are
sent to JobManager through heartbeat messages. Squirrel tracks the latency of
records traveling through the system by emitting a special record, called Latency
Marker. The marker contains a timestamp from the time when the record has
been emitted at the sources and does not include any logical operations. Squirrel
analyzes these metrics to decide whether load are balanced among downstream
tasks.

4.3 Weight Grouping

Identifying the network distances between two communicating tasks, Squirrel
assigns an initial weight and priority for each network channel according to
different network distances. The closer the network distance, the greater the
weight and the higher priority. Squirrel sends tuples to downstream tasks by
weight grouping. Algorithm1 shows the procedure of weight grouping.

Line 1–2 assigns an initial weight and priority for each network channel.
When choosing a channel for a tuple, Squirrel prefers the channel selected by
the default channel selection strategy (such as shuffle grouping, key grouping).
If the default selected channel has sufficient weight share (emitTimes[channel]
< weight[channel]), then the tuple is sent to this channel (line 3–6). Otherwise,
if the default selected channel has used up all its weight share, Squirrel tra-
verses from the channel of highest priority and looks for channel with enough
weight share (line 7–15). If all channels have used up their weight shares, Squir-
rel begins to assign a new round of weight shares to each channel (line 16–18).
Squirrel adjusts each channel’s weight dynamically according to tuple execution
information (line 19).

4.4 Dynamic Weight Control

Although weight grouping can distribute tuples among downstream tasks in a
static manner efficiently, it is not robust enough in case of data skewness and
cluster heterogeneity. Besides, considering how to set ideal initial weight for each
channel depends on application developers’ experience, Squirrel needs dynamic
weight control to correct the error of initial weight. Squirrel adopts a mechanism
similar with TCP congestion control (i.e., AIMD, additive increase/multiplicative
decrease) to adjust each channel’s weight dynamically. By comparing average
tuple execution time in each downstream task, Squirrel checks whether the
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Algorithm 1. Weight Grouping
Input: t: input tuple, n: total channels, locations: network locations of channels,

emitT imes[channel]: times of tuples through each channel
Output: targetChannel
1: weight[channel] ⇐ initializeWeight(n, locations)
2: priority[channel] ⇐ sortChannel(n, locations)
3: selectedChannel ⇐ defaultGrouping(t, n)
4: if emitT imes[selectedChannel] <

weight[selectedChannel] then
5: targetChannel ⇐ selectedChannel
6: emitT imes[targetChannel] + +
7: else
8: for priorityChannel ⇐ priority[channel] do
9: if emitT imes[priorityChannel] <

weight[priorityChannel] then
10: targetChannel ⇐ priorityChannel
11: emitT imes[targetChannel] + +
12: break
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: if usedUpWeight(weight, emitT imes[], n) then
17: reassignWeight(weight, emitT imes[], n)
18: end if
19: dynamicWeightControl(n, locations)
20: return targetChannel

weight share of a channel is appropriate. If average tuple execution time in
one channel is further longer than in other channels, it shows that the channel is
congested. Squirrel lowers the weight of congested channel with an exponential
reduction. If average tuple execution time in one channel is further shorter than
in other channels, it shows that the channel is underloaded. Squirrel grows the
weight of underloaded channel linearly. Algorithm2 presents the procedure of
dynamic weight control.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Squirrel’s performance under various workloads.
First, we describe the experimental setup and workloads, then present the exper-
imental results.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Our evaluations are conducted on a cluster of 5 commodity machines. Each
machine is comprised of two dual-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 2.6 GHz CPUs, 16 GB
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Algorithm 2. Dynamic Weight Control
Input: initialWeight[channel]: initial weight of each channel, executionT ime

[Channel]: average tuple execution time in each channel, n: total channels
Output: dynamicWeight[channel]
1: dynamicWeight[channel] ⇐ initialWeight[channel]
2: timeList ⇐ sort(executionT ime[channel])
3: medianT ime ⇐ median(timeList)
4: for channel i = 1 → n do
5: if executionT ime[i] > α ∗ medianT ime (α > 1) then
6: dynamicWeight[i] ⇐ dynamicWeight[i]/2
7: else if executionT ime[i] < α ∗ medianT ime then
8: dynamicWeight[i] ⇐ dynamicWeight[i] + δ
9: end if

10: end for
11: return dynamicWeight[channel]

memory, and 210 GB disks. All computers are interconnected with 1 Gbps Ether-
net cards. We use Flink-1.4.0 as the distributed computing platform and Redhat
Enterprise Linux 6.2 with the kernel version 2.6.32 as the OS. One machine in the
cluster serves as the master node to host the JobManager. The other machines
run Flink TaskManagers.

5.2 Workloads

We use word count topology (stream version) and advertising topology to eval-
uate Squirrel’s performance. Wordcount is a classic application for benchmark-
ing distributed engines. It splits a sentence into words and counts the number
of each word in the input stream. Advertising topology is a typical streaming
benchmark which simulates an advertisement analytics pipeline [6]. This pipeline
consists of six operations including receive, parse, filter, join, window count, and
store back. We set buffer timeout to control latency and throughput. setBuffer-
Timeout(0) triggers buffer flushing after every record thus minimizing latency.
setBufferTimeout(-1) triggers buffer flushing only when the output buffer is full
thus maximizing throughput.

5.3 Latency

In performance test (including latency and throughput), for wordcount, we use
a large-scale trace collected from real-world systems as the dataset. This trace
is a set of records which represent the usage of each machine and contains 1
billion records associated with 300 thousand unique keys. For advertising, the
source dataset is generated from its own EventGeneratorSource. In all group-
ing phases, Squirrel adopts Weight Grouping no matter the default grouping is
shuffle grouping or key grouping. However, Flink uses a combination of shuffle
grouping and key grouping. For example, in wordcount, the map stage which
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rebalances words among downstream tasks uses shuffle grouping. The reduce
stage which aggregates keys by a hash operation uses key grouping.
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Fig. 7. Processing latency in wordcount and advertising

Figure 7 shows the processing latency (i.e., average tuple execution time)
in wordcount and advertising. We compare Squirrel with the original Flink. In
Squirrel, the average tuple execution time of wordcount and advertising is 1.03
ms and 1.62 ms, respectively. However, in Flink, the average tuple execution
time of wordcount and advertising is 1.91 ms and 3.26 ms, respectively. The
experimental results show that Squirrel can improve average tuple execution
time by up to 47%.

5.4 Throughput

Figure 8 compares the throughput of Squirrel with Flink in wordcount and
advertising. In Squirrel, the average throughput of wordcount and advertising is
91624 tuples/s and 127209 tuples/s, respectively. However, in Flink, the average
throughput of wordcount and advertising is 57162 tuples/s and 76173 tuples/s,
respectively. The experimental results show that Squirrel achieves 1.67x improve-
ment of the average system throughput compared to Flink.

We presents the performance improvements for batch processing in Fig. 9.
Although Flink is a streaming computation engine, it embraces batch process-
ing model through treating a bounded dataset as a special case of an unbounded
one. Optimizations on Flink engine can also improve the performance of batch
processing. We compare the performance of Squirrel with Flink when running
wordcount as a batch job on them. We vary the size of input files from 160 MB
to 2560 MB. The experimental results show that Squirrel improves the job com-
pletion time by 29%–41%.

5.5 Dynamic Weight Control

In order to evaluate the performance of Dynamic Weight Control, we conduct
extended experiments with generated synthetic dataset with 100 million tuples
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Fig. 8. Throughput test in wordcount and advertising
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Fig. 9. Improvements for batch processing running WordCount

and 1 million keys at different levels of skewness using the Uniform distribution
and Zipfian distributions. We vary the zipf coefficients of the dataset from 0.5 to
2.0. With higher zipf coefficient, the data distribution is more skewed. We also
test Squirrel’s performance under cluster heterogeneity. We turnoff some CPU
cores and lower the frequency of the remaining cores to produce heterogeneous
machines which have different computational capabilities. The ratio of physical
resources (represented by cores∗frequency) between the fastest machine and the
slowest machine varies from 1 to 8.

Data Skewness. Figure 10 plots the system performance when running word-
count under data skewness. The results show that Flink’s performance decreases
when the coefficient increases. The default key grouping can not balance those
tuples with high levels of skewness very well. WG (Weight Grouping) amortizes
the impacts of skewed keys by limiting the number of tuples in each channel
according to its weight share. DWC (Dynamic Weight Control) can be aware
of the overloaded downstream tasks and adjusts their weight shares. So, the
performance of Squirrel (WG+DWC) does not decrease significantly.

Cluster Heterogeneity. Figure 11 evaluates the performance of Flink and
Squirrel in the case of heterogeneous machines. With the exacerbation of
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Fig. 10. Wordcount’s performance under different levels of skewness

machines’ heterogeneity, Flink’s performance decreases significantly. It is because
Flink can not identify which nodes are slow nodes (stragglers). It can not dis-
tribute tuples to downstream tasks according to machine’s computational capa-
bility. However, Squirrel monitors tasks’ execution and adjusts weight dynam-
ically. If average tuple execution time increases rapidly on one node, Squirrel
identifies this node as a straggler and reduces the weight share of tasks on this
node. Thus, the number of tuples sent to this node will also be reduced in the
next time. So, Squirrel can achieve much better performance even under hetero-
geneous environments.
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Fig. 11. Wordcount’s performance under different levels of heterogeneity

6 Related Work

Distributed Stream Processing Systems. Many systems have been devel-
oped to process real-time streaming data. Storm [18] models an application as
a topology that defines operators (i.e. Spouts and Bolts) and the stream (i.e.
the way which tuples flow between operators). Naiad [9] is a distributed stream-
ing system which can execute cyclic dataflow programs. Twitter’s Heron [8]
addresses several issues in Storm but with the same API with Storm.
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Operator Scheduling. T-Storm [19] proposes a traffic-aware online scheduler
and minimizes inter-process and inter-node traffic by re-assigning tasks dynam-
ically according to traffic-aware scheduling. R-Storm [14] presents a resource-
aware scheduling algorithm within Storm. This algorithm traversals the topology
graph according to improved breath-first strategy and conduct task assignment.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes a network-aware grouping framework called Squirrel to
assign tuples to different network channels. Different from traditional grouping
strategies, Squirrel takes the locations of downstream tasks into account when
grouping tuples. By identifying the network distance of two communicating oper-
ators, Squirrel decides the number of tuples sent to each network channel by
weight grouping. In response to data skewness and cluster heterogeneity, Squir-
rel adopts a mechanism similar with TCP congestion control (i.e., AIMD) to
adjust each channel’s weight dynamically. Squirrel has been implemented on the
top of Flink. Our evaluation with various benchmarks demonstrates that Squirrel
can improve throughput by 1.67x and reduce latency by 47%.
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